How to find us
Travel directions
Address:
Utopialaan 48
5232CE ‘s Hertogenbosch
Building C
12th floor

Accessibility
Car
Our office is located along the A2. You need to use the parallel lane on the A2 ring road ‘s- Hertogenbosch. Since there
is only one opportunity to choose between the main and parallel lanes, make sure you enter the parallel lane in time. If
you miss the parallel lane, continue driving until the main and parallel lanes join again. You can then take the next exit
and turn around to reach the parallel lane from the other side of the road.

From Amsterdam/Utrecht/Waalwijk
On the A2 towards ‘s Hertogenbosch, after junction Empel, follow the parallel lane towards Veghel/Nijmegen/’s
Hertogenbosch/Rosmalen and take exit no. 20 (Rosmalen). Keep left and follow the signs towards business park De
Herven. At the roundabout, take the second exit onto the Reitscheweg. Turn left onto the Amerikastraat and then
immediately turn left again towards the parking lot of Business Complex Bolduc.

From Maastricht/Eindhoven
On the A2 towards ‘s-Hertogenbosch, after junction Vught, follow the parallel lane towards Veghel/Nijmegen. Stay on
the A2 towards Amsterdam/Utrecht/Waalwijk/Ring Road East [Ringbaan Oost] (do not go on the A59). Take exit no.
20 (Rosmalen). Keep left at the exit and turn left at the traffic lights. Turn left again at the next traffic lights, towards
Bruistensingel (follow the signs ‘s Hertogenbosch/De Herven). Turn left at the traffic lights towards the Reitscheweg. At
the roundabout take the first exit onto the Reitscheweg. Turn left onto the Amerikastraat and then immediately turn left
towards the parking lot of Business Complex Bolduc.
Have you submitted your license plate number to us and is it registered? Then you can easily enter and leave through
license plate recognition. If your license plate is not registered please let us know at the gate and we will provide you
with a ticket.

Public transport
Are you coming by public transport? ‘s-Hertogenbosch is easily accessible by train and has two train stations:
‘s-Hertogenbosch Centraal Station and ‘s Hertogenbosch Oost (East). Busses 2, 4 and 13 stop a few minutes walking
distance from our office.
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